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Introduction: creating a learning community
“School leaders must never forget: nothing is more important than your people”
Paul Bambrick-Santoyo
“When we come to believe that our schools should be providing a culture that creates and
sustains a community of student and adult learning – that this is the trellis of our profession –
then we will organise our schools, classrooms, and learning experiences differently. Show me
a school where instructional leaders constantly examine the school’s culture and work to
transform it into one hospitable to sustained human learning and I’ll show you students who
do just fine on those standardised tests.”
Roland S Barth, ‘The Culture
Builder’, Educational Leadership (2002)

Aesop’s fable: The Goose and the Golden Eggs
One day, a man found a glittering golden egg in his goose’s nest. At first, he
thought it was a trick, but to his delight it turned out that it was pure gold.
Every morning, he awakened to rush to the nest and find another golden
egg. He became fabulously wealthy – and terribly impatient. Thinking to get
all the gold at once, he killed the goose, and opened it to find nothing.
There were no golden eggs inside – and now there was no way to get any
more. He had destroyed the very thing that produced them.
Great schools have to grow students and staff. If we want pupils to learn, we have to ensure
that our teachers are nurtured and their craft developed. We must look after and create the
necessary conditions for our teachers to grow so that they can help pupils learn. We must not
look after the goose (our teachers) if we want our pupils’ learning (the golden eggs) to
continue to be laid. Given the pressures in teaching, it is very easy to apply too much
pressure on teachers without the necessary support and development in place.
It is part of our DNA that we learn best when we learn together. Consistency of practice and
agreement over shared values and mission is achievable by working, planning, training and
teaching together. It might begin with a whole staff and training session , where messages
are shared, however, unless this is followed up with observation, feedback and practice,
these elements of a teachers craft will never become embedded and automatic.
There are a number of guiding principles when thinking about how to crea te a community of
learners and these should underpin all means of staff development. These are:
•

We learn best when we learn together
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•
•
•
•

We all learn from our mistakes and should model this to our pupils
We must see teaching as a craft that one can always get better at, as ‘one lifetime is
never enough to master it’ 1
We all have something to teach others and, so an NQT can learn from a Vice
Principal and vice versa.
We develop our craft best through observation, feedback and deliberate practice

At Ark, we agree with Willingham when he argues ithat teaching and
Learning is not a science because it does not simply seek to describe
the world in which we live. The point of education is to change the
world and enable pupils to grow, learn and do more. It is better to
understand teaching as a craft, as it involves special skills which can be
best developed through observation of master craftsmen, planning
and of course, learning by doing. However, this does not mean that
science cannot help teachers improve their practice. Indeed, if
cognitive science uncovers how memory works, teachers should take
note and ensure that the lessons learned, inform best practice. Similarly,
if researchers can identify which teaching techniques have the
greatest impact, we would be foolish not to allow this to inform our craft. Given all of this, we
are keen to ensure that the pedagogy at Evelyn Grace Academyis written and informed by
current and proven (not faddish) research, as well as the experience of our own teachers.
With this in mind, this handbook will outline the key components of what makes great
teaching and how we build student understanding:
Part 1: Explanation
Part 2: Checking for understanding (+ COVID ammendments)
Part 3: Modelling and scaffolding
Part 4: Deliberate practice
Part 5: ‘Making it stick’
Part 6: Planning the Four Part Lesson

1

Dylan Wiliam: Speech to the Northwest Evaluation Association’s summer conference in 2013
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Chapter One: Explaining
By writing this book, a team of our middle and senior leaders wanted to answer the question:
What makes truly great teaching and learning at Ark Academy? The fact that so many
people contributed to this book is proof that we do what we say and believe: great schools
have to build a community of learners.
Reading ‘Making Every Lesson Count’ (Tharby&Allison 2015) was a real breath of fresh air. Not
only does it offer practical guidance on what great teaching looks like, it also matches with
our own experiences of what successful teaching actually is. It is not an inaccessible and
unfamiliar work of academia that has been written by someone who no longer spends any
time in the classroom!
In this book, it makes the very valid point that it has been fashionable for a while to promote
the idea that teachers should be ‘guides on the side’ rather than ‘a sage on the sta ge’. In
other words, teachers are best placed in allowing students to discover new ideas themselves
and teachers should assist them on this journey. In my own experience, OFSTED, at one time,
went through a phase of actually prescribing against too much ‘teacher talk’. However, at
least one positive outcome of Sir Michael Wilshaw’s leadership of
OFSTED was that inspectors are now required not to prescribe a
particular model of teaching. The tide has begun to change and the
teacher is once again the most valuable resource in the room. This shift
has been brought into effect because of considerable amounts of
empirical research. In 2006, Kirschner, Sweller and Clark concluded that
teaching which allows students to discover new ideas and concepts for
themselves and teachers act simply as facilitators, has less positive
effect than teacher led instruction and explanation. 2 The point is further
supported by the Sutton Trust report (2014) which reviewed research on
what makes great teaching. The two areas they found to have the
greatest impact on student outcomes were as follows:
1. Subject knowledge of the teacher
2. Quality of instruction (explanation, modelling, questioning etc.)
This does not mean that teachers should simply lecture. Quite the contrary, they mus t explain
clearly and succinctly and question students on their understanding before then allowing
them to create an identified ‘product of learning’ which demonstrates that they ‘get’ the
concept and can apply it. A student cannot learn without doing. How ever, it is true to say
that if a teacher has not been able to explain a key concept sufficiently well in the first
place, then no deliberate practice can follow.
Allison and Tharby3 argue that there are three key principles which effective explanation
must follow:

22

Paul A Kischner, John Sweller and Richard E Clark ‘Why minimal guidance during instruction Does not work: An analysis of the failure of
constructivist, discovery, problem-based, experiential and inquiry based teaching’ Educational psychologist (2006)
3 Making every lesson count p.54-5
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1. Explanations must be tied to something already known and understood by the student
2. New concepts should be introduced in small and manageable chunks so the working
memory is not over-loaded
3. Abstract ideas must be made clear and concrete, without losing their complexity.
Given all of this, it seems clear how important it is for a teacher to be able to explain well.
The question is: how do teachers do it?
1. Start by making sure that their eyes are on you and they are sat still, without fiddling.
If you have 30 students in front of you, it is difficult to be sure that they are all concentrating
on what you are saying. This is true even if you have got them to put their equipment down,
sit up straight, fold their arms and look you in the eye. They might still be day dreaming and
thinking about what might be on offer at lunch! To give yourself a fighting chance, you
cannot even begin to start speaking unless they are still and staring straight at you. Teachers
new to the profession often talk about waiting for what seems like an age for their students to
sit still and worrying about not covering the necessary material. However, we are clear with
our teachers that if they allow students to speak when they are speaking or stare out of the
window, they will end up losing hours of learning time, as there will be constant interruptions.
If you cannot concentrate on what you are explaining, then they won’t be able to! Start as
you mean to go on and have very high expectations.
2. Find the ‘sweet spot’ between that which is already understood and can be done and that
which is not understood and cannot be done.
Whilst planning your lesson it is crucial to work out what and where the lesson’s
sweet spot is – the most crucial part of the lesson’s learning that will enable
students to make progress. According to Allison and Tharby the sweet spot is the
optimal part where an explanation should begin. It is that very place where
understanding and non-understanding stand at a cross roads. It is space between
knowing/doing and not knowing and not being able to do. Identifying the
sweet spot is therefore easier if you begin a lesson with a review of what they
have already learnt. Where they start misunderstanding is the place that explanation
has to begin again. Knowledge and understanding is best able to grow and deepen, when it
builds on prior learning, but to do this effectively, checking for the gap is really important. The
building blocks of prior learning have to be in place for progress to be mad e. For instance, In
English Literature, when the students make the step up to A Level, it is important that they
learn how to analyse the structure of texts, as well as the language used. It is tempting for
teachers to focus students on language analysis at A Level because they have had so much
practice at it at GCSE. For instance, a teacher might explain how suspense is built in a crime
novel through the writer’s use of words or description of setting. But, this is not the “sweet
spot” of learning – the students have done something similar before. Instead, a great teacher
focusses explanations on areas of new learning – for example, how a writer uses chronology
and links between events to create suspense.
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3. Use lots and lots of examples.
The greatest likelihood is that your first attempt at explaining an idea is not understood. You
will be met by those blank stares or you might spot a ‘tell’ which gives their complete
incomprehension away e.g. a squint or head laid
on the desk. Therefore, you have to keep on
going and provide more and more examples of
the point you are trying to make. Great teachers
blame themselves and the quality of their own
explanations. They do not blame the kids for not
being literate or clever enough. Take the example
of causation and the idea that everything that
exists has a cause. You might start with a
photograph of a baby and ask the students what
the cause is? Then ask what the cause of each
parent was and so on.
However this might not have succeeded so you might point to
a table and ask them what caused it to come into existence.
It used to be tree and then it was cut down. You might ask
what caused a jumper to exist. The bottom line is, teachers
have to keep on going until the students can apply the idea
and think of examples themselves and demonstrate that
they are ready to move on.

4. Use analogies to help students connect new
to those which they already understand.
Complicated and abstract ideas about things
which cannot be easily tested by the senses are
usually the most difficult to explain. Therefore, if
you can explain it by referring to something that is
very much like it but far easier to understand and
grapple with, then you should use the analogy.
One of my favourites, is that conjured up by an ex
RE teacher, Ross styles. He wanted students to be
able to grasp the difference between materialism
dualism. For those of you who are not familiar with
these philosophical terms, dualism is the belief that you
have a
body and a soul and these separate at death. Materialism is the belief that
you have no soul and are just flesh and bone. Now that might sound
straight forward, but getting year 7 students to understand then correctly
use these words is a challenge. Therefore, Ross decided that chocolate was
the best way to help ‘get it’. He explained it by referring to Whispa bars (a
single piece of chocolate and so representative of materialism) and Kit-Kats
(two pieces of chocolate and therefore equating with dualism). Students
start by identifying the key differences between the two and then leave the
lesson using the correct terminology in complex sentences about life after
Death. Who would have thought that chocolate would be the key to
unleashing the philosopher in every year 7?

ideas

and
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In History, causation is a core concept. In their study of cause and effect, they ask questions
like: “What caused the Russian Revolution?” “What caused the rise of Hitler?” “Why did the
Roman Empire fall?” Students must explain how causes work in different ways – e.g. long
term, medium-term, short-term causes. A common and helpful analogy for a falling empire is
the analogy of a sick creature who develops a sickness until a point of death – some history
teachers use the story of “Cam the Camel” who dies after a straw is placed on his back.
Cam was also born with a back problem, made worse by an accident as a baby Camel,
and brought to crisis point by an abusive circus master who made him carry too many
children. The students engage with this story, debate what caused the death of Cam, and
then transfer the same careful interpretations of causes to the end of empires or other
historical events.
5. Question students so they are able to explain the idea in their own words.
I often got frustrated in my own degree lectures as we were expected to just listen
without ever asking questions or be asked questions. Teaching is not simply a
performance. We do not simply deliver golden nuggets of information and then test
on them at the end of the course. You have to check for understanding as you go
along. Great teachers have to be able to read the room and see that their students
are losing focus or failing to understand what is being said. In some instances, 10 minutes
explanation from a teacher might be too much, with a different class or on a different day, it
might not be enough. Whatever the case, a teacher has to check that students get it. You
might pause and give 30 seconds for students to face their partner and take turns to talk
through the key concept that has just been explained. The teacher can then ask one or
more students to explain to the rest of the class. The working memory is very limited and so
new ideas must be introduced in manageable chunks so that the student does not start to
feel overwhelmed. A student will not be able to move forward unless they can get every
single step of what is being taught, so regularly pause and check they are still with you. For
instance, In Politics, it is important that students can define key terms – what is socialism?
What is conservatism? After explaining the key concepts, it is tempting to ask the students to
define them, perhaps recalling what they have learnt before. But it is much more rigorou s to
test if the students have learnt the meaning of key terms by asking them question which
requires them to apply their understanding. This way, you will really find out if your
explanation has “stuck”. So, for example, take a scenario instead. How might a socialist
respond to a small community living illegally on land owned by the Duke of Devonshire? How
might a conservative respond to the same scenario? It is then possible to tease out whether
the terms have really been understood.
5. Question pupils so they are able to explain the idea in their own words.
I often got frustrated in my own degree lectures as we were expected to just listen without
ever asking questions or being asked questions. Teaching is not simply a performance. We
do not simply deliver golden nuggets of information and then test on them a t the end of
the course. You have to check for understanding as you go along. Great teachers have
to be able to read the room and see that their pupils are losing focus or failing to
understand what is being said. In some instances, 10 minutes explanation from a teacher
might be too much, with a different class or on a different
day, it might not be enough. Whatever the case, a teacher
has to check that pupils get it. You might pause and give
30 seconds for pupils to face their partner and take turns to
talk through the key concept that has just been explained.
The teacher can then ask one or more pupils to explain to
the rest of the class. The working memory is very limited and
so new ideas must be introduced in manageable chunks
so that the pupil does not start to feel overwhelmed. A
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pupil will not be able to move forward unless they can get every single step of what is being
taught, so regularly pause and check they are still with you. For instance, In Politics, it is
important that students can define key terms – what is socialism? What is conservatism? After
explaining the key concepts, it is tempting to ask the students to define them, perhaps
recalling what they have learnt before. But it is much more rigorous to test if the students
have learnt the meaning of key terms by asking them question which requires them to apply
their understanding. This way, you will really find out if your explanation has “stuck”. So, for
example, take a scenario instead. How might a socialist respond to a small community liv ing
illegally on land owned by the Duke of Devonshire? How might a conservative respond to
the same scenario? It is then possible to tease out whether the terms have really been
understood.

6. Use an economy of language and be succinct.
If a teacher is waffling and using too many words, the pupils will lose focus. The truth is that
teachers can only get better at this through practice. However, just like pupils, some learn
faster than others! When first writing this paragraph, I didn’t start out with wh at you are
reading now. I had to re-draft it and make it more succinct and clearer. This is easier than
when speaking to a roomful of pupils because you have more time and you feel less
pressure. Oral explanation requires you to be able to think on your feet. One useful way of
approaching the challenge of what a pupil will have to do is by numbering the steps and
repeating them. This is not so applicable when explaining anything other than a process or
set of instructions. Therefore when explaining a concept, you have to have thought about it
before and planned what you are going to say and how you will say it. Use a core set of key
vocabulary which you repeat and explain. Don’t assume knowledge which they do not
have. Explain any word that you are going to use at the beginning. Remember, short and
clear does not have to mean simple. Complex ideas need precise explanation. Pupils do not
share a teacher’s wealth of knowledge and so we have to empathise with them and start
from the most accessible point and then build in complexity.

7. Define every word that might not be understood and provide synonyms and exemplar
sentences.
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When observing new teachers, a common mistake observed is the use of words that pupils
do not understand without explaining the meaning. We can use academic language
without thinking about it, let alone explaining it. Sometimes the simplest of words are not fully
understood by the listener. This does not mean that we only ever use simple words. On the
contrary, we should look to broaden their vocabulary. However, when we do introduce new
words we must define them and provide further examples of sentences in which the word
might be used and then give some synonyms. For instance, a sociology teacher may want to
encourage a pupil to use the word assuage. They may start by using the word in context:
“Those successful in business adopted Calvinist beliefs because it assuaged their guilt about
their wealth”
Then provide a definition and synonyms: “Assuage means to alleviate, relieve, reduce or
ease”
Then add another example: “The man assuaged their pain by taking some paracetamol”
It can then lead to asking the pupils to provide some model sentences themselves.
An Economics teacher might say that falling interest rates compounds the problem of
inflation. But what does “compound” mean? We should explain it but still use the word
because it helps the students’ understanding, and words like this also appear on exams and
can trip up pupils if they don’t know what they mean and how to use them!
How do you teach, define and explain academic vocabulary in your subject?
8. Highlight errors and mistakes and use them to illustrate common misconceptions.
If you are able to offer explanations about that which you know is usually
misunderstood this will really help them. For instance, teachers know that
pupils frequently struggle to differentiate between the use of their, they’re
and there. Therefore, you should plan for this and let them uncover
common errors by sharing errors on the visualizer. Show them a deliberate
mistake and ask them to identify the error. This is not just the job of an
English teacher, as most, if not all subjects will have to use these words
correctly at some stage, so help them improve their writing by getting
them to explain the error to the rest of the class.
It is worthwhile talking about misconceptions when co -planning in departments. Ask one
another how they explain ideas which are regularly misunderstood. Plan for this by having a
‘Do Now’ which actually looks at a misconception and asks the pupil re-write it so that it is
corrected. For example, In English, you might ask a pupil to spot the errors in a sentence and
re-write it and then explain why it was wrong. The sentence could be:
“Teacher’s regularly succeed in spotting a pupil who is not concentrating.” You can then go
on and ask them to write a sentence where the possessive use of an apostrophe is used
correctly.
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. Use people, objects, pictures and experiences to illustrate your points
A visual representation of an abstract idea
often proves key in securing understanding.
GCSE and A-level pupils are often guilty of
answering comprehension questions by writing
sentences which simply repeat that found in
the text or source, but it is clear that there is no
real depth of conceptual understanding when
reading it. Therefore it makes sense, to find a
way of uncovering the meaning of the
concept before starting to write. In GCSE RE,
pupils often struggle to grasp the notion that
the complexity in the universe might only exist
in our heads and may not be evidence that it
was all designed. To illustrate that point, pupils benefit from being taken out of the classroom
and asked to lie on the ground and stare at the clouds. Ask them what they see. After a
while, they will start to be sure that they can see various shapes and faces. This helps them
understand the idea that we try to create order and look for patterns even when what we
observe is entirely random. Similarly, Sociology pupils might not understand the organic
analogy which compares the human body to society. If they have to draw an outline of one
of their classmates on a large piece of paper and then draw the key organs and related
functions and then imagine which parts of society they might be matched with, they are far
more likely to grasp this idea, than if it were explained simply with words. Analogies, stories
and explanations are all made much easier to understand if you incorporate props, pupils
and the objects found in your classroom.
10. Tell stories to illustrate key ideas.
People connect with the human element and when they are start hearing a story, they
connect with and make emotional attachments. It almost has the effect of putting a dummy
in the child’s mouth and asking them to sit on a carpet. This could be a story which illustrates
an idea. For instance, if you are going to try and explain the concept of ‘ascetism’ to some A
level Sociologists why not share a little bit about your mother who never wasted any money
and always wanted to buy the cheapest food and make their money go as far as it could.
They are far more likely to connect with a complex idea if they hear a story which makes it
‘real’ or it could be a story about a pupil who tried, failed, succeeded and excelled in
understanding a difficult concept or mastering a skill or subject! Teachers will always be wise
to tell stories of the pupil who had special needs, got into lots of
trouble in KEY Stage 3, but then went on to study your subject at
A level and is now a doctor of your subject! Why stop there? If
you can, get one of these ex-pupils to come in and speak to
your class. Make them realise that hard work and determination
can conquer all!

As is the case with any craft, reading about it will make little difference in itself. You now hav e
to plan how you will explain your difficult concepts and ideas; then comes the practice and
the feedback from observation. Next week, senior and middle leaders will start coming into
your classrooms for ‘learning walks’ to look at how you have set expectations and explained
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what you want from them in terms of organisation, presentation and learning. You can
therefore expect to get feedback on this and of course, the quality of your explanations.

Your practice: How do you explain difficult concepts in your subject? What analogies and
examples do you use? How do you question them to check for understanding?
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Chapter Two: Checking for understanding
Checking for understanding has gone by many names, including formative assessment,
Assessment for Learning (AFL) and as Dylan Wiliam later wished ‘responsive teaching’. At
Ark, we keep it simple and use the language of checking for understanding. However, it is
much more than a quiz or a test as it takes a variety of different forms that should be used
across an entire lesson and not just at the end as part of consolidation. Great teachers
continuously check whether students understand and then adapt expla nation and planning
accordingly.
Failure to check for understanding before moving on means that you are just building on a
foundation of sand which all comes tumbling down as a result of the missing conceptual
building blocks. For example, you cannot hope to analyse the meaning of a paragraph
about the effects of globalisation on crime before all key concepts, such as money
laundering and cyber-crime are fully understood. Sounds simple, but the complexity lays in
the fact that a teacher has to use techniques which check the understanding of all students
not just those of literate and numerate extroverts. This is an equal opportunities issue and so
students must engage with the techniques we use, so that their comfort and security grows.
Allowing students to opt out will simply mean they fall further and further behind. However,
we have to be sensitive to students and use a range of techniques which are both public
and invasive, such as cold-call questioning; to those that are more covert and less invasive,
such as anonymous questions being written on post-its and then shared as a class. Ultimately,
the mastery of these techniques is essential to education becoming transformational and
building secure student understanding. This is especially so when teaching in communities
where literacy and numeracy may be lacking as a result of various levels of cultural
deprivation.
Top 20 ‘checking for understanding’ techniques at EGA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Enquiry questions
Single measurable objectives
Socratic questioning
Think, pair, share
No opt out
Phone a friend
Cold call
Show me boards
Throwing shapes
WWW & EBI
Spot and correct mistakes
Hot seating
Codes for exam skills and SPAG
Post-it questions
Exam skill match
Visualiser
Thumbs
Comparative judgement
What did we learn today?
Exit tickets
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1.

Enquiry questions

Every lesson should pose a question; an intellectual problem which needs to be solved. In
this way students are being encouraged to engage and do the thinking rather than
simply be passive recipients of information. It is far more intellectually rigorous to pose a
question, as opposed to a title. Here are some examples:
•
•
•
•

Instead of Perimeter and area of shapes ask: ‘Can the perimeter and area of a
shape ever be the same?’ (Mathematics)
Instead of Soft water: ‘What can be done to soften water?’ (Chemistry)
Instead of Homonyms: What is the difference between there, their and they’re?
(English)
Instead of Evil and suffering: ‘Does suffering mean that there can be no God?’
(Religious Studies)

The clearer teachers are about what the essential understandings of a lesson are, the
easier it is to plan activities that build and check for understanding. For example, if a
student can identify and construct sentences which use their, there and they ’re correctly,
you know they have met the objective and can move on. Similarly, if a student cannot
explain why a benevolent and omnipotent God would stop human suffering, it is clear
that these ideas need to be examined further before examining theodicies which
reconcile a loving God and suffering.
2. Single measurable objectives
If a teacher wants to be sure that students have understood what has been taught, this
should begin at the planning stage. Objectives for every lesson should be measureable
and precise. There is no point in having an objective that uses verbs that are not
measurable. For instance, one cannot be sure a student has met an objective if they are
required to:
“Explore the symbolism used by Wordsworth in his poem: ‘I wandered lonely as a cl oud’.”
The reason this is no use is because explore is not tangible. It is too vague to know for sure
whether a student has built their understanding. One might argue that a student has
successfully explored an idea simply by reading a poem as a class. Thi s would be no
guarantee that they have developed their understanding.
A better objective for the same lesson would be
“Identify and explain the meaning of different examples of symbolism used by
Wordsworth in his poem: ‘I wandered lonely as a cloud’”
This objective is easy to test. Therefore, it is easy to know what has to be re-explained if
students are not able to do it. If the objective is loose, then so will their understanding be.
3. Socratic questioning
Any great teacher has to be skilled at questioning. Who better to emulate than Socrates
when looking to master this craft? Socrates was an Athenian philosopher who used
questioning to check and build the knowledge and understanding of those with whom
he entered into dialogue. He used the questions to draw out the assumptions, errors and
misconceptions in their thinking. Great teachers can therefore use Socrates’ methods in
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the classroom to check, challenge and build the thinking of all students. Great teachers
are never satisfied with surface answers. They probe and they pick and push the student
to ever deeper levels of thinking.
There are four roles that Socrates adopted when asking questions: the gadfly, the stingray,
the midwife and the ignoramus.
The gadfly:
This mimics the practice of the gadfly, which nips away at larger animals.
This involves asking lots of little questions intended to push thinking, avoid
sloppiness and secure precision of understanding.
•
•
•
•
•
•

“What do you mean by that?”
“Can you give an example?”
“What evidence do you have?”
“How would you define x?”
“How does that link with what we learnt last lesson?”
“What word do we use for what you described?”

The ignoramus:
Emulate a character who has never encountered the topic you are
discussing and play dumb to encourage explanation:

•
•
•
•

“What does that mean?”
“I’m sorry; I don’t get that – can you help me understand?”
“So, do you mean that …?”
“How is that possible, can someone break it down for me?

The stingray:
Administer a shock to pupils’ traditional way of thinking in the same way a
stingray unleashes its sting. This method reveals the lack of knowledge of the
questioner and the student. The advantage of this is that one is motivated to
seek knowledge if they feel they do not already know and understand.
•
•

Student: “Homosexuality is unnatural”
Teacher: “What do you mean by natural?”

•
•

Student: “Intelligence is innate”
Teacher: “How do you know?”

•
•

Student: “Richard III was a great king”
Teacher: “How are you defining ‘great’?”
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The midwife:
Ask questions that help give birth to new ideas and new ways of thinking. They are
challenging, fertile and require you to look at something from a different perspective.
•
•
•
•

“What would Europe be like if Hitler had won the Second World War?”
“Would Trump have won without Brexit?”
“Is it possible to wear the Hijab and be a Feminist?”
“Is beauty mathematical?”
Type of Socratic question

Example

Gadfly

What are the indicators of disadvantage?

Ignoramus

I just don’t understand this pupil premium malarkey?

Stingray

What exactly do we mean when we talk about intelligence?

Midwife

Does it disadvantage students to describe them as
disadvantaged?

4. Think, pair, share
If used correctly, this technique is much more fruitful than turn and talk. This is because
everyone has to engage and is accountable.
Think
To be certain the students are genuinely thinking about the question posed it is a
good idea to get students to record their thoughts as lists or sentences. This way you
know they are not silently dreaming about lunch.
Pair
Once the set time has run out, students need to turn and face one another and share
their ideas. Again there are some clear ways that you can ensure that every student
is thinking and engaged: make both students speak. This can be done by pingponging ideas on a list and going backwards and forwards between each partner.
Alternatively, if you have posed two questions, you can assign a set amount of time
for each partner to share their ideas about one of the two questions or the single
question posed.
Share
When sharing, responses should be cold called to ensure attentiveness and equality
of opportunity. If you want to be sure that they have listened to their partner’s ideas,
the feedback could be what they heard rather than what they said. TPS is useful to
feed forward and generate new ideas as well as a recall and check for
understanding on material previously taught, as after the share the teacher can
either probe further or plug the gaps with more explanation.
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5. No opt out
It is always uncomfortable when a student responds to a question with ‘I don’t know’.
Often, what they really mean is that they don’t want to think. The easiest response to this
from a teacher is that they simply ask a different question or they turn to a student they
perceive as brighter and more likely to answer. This leads to that awful situation when a
lesson feels like a lively discussion between a teacher and a handful of high achieving
students surrounded by a large group of passive on-lookers. This simply will not do.
Therefore, a teacher has to respond to ‘I don’t know’ with a re-phrased question that
takes the chain of thinking back a step or more simply: “I’ll come back to you”. They can
then take a range of responses and then return to the original student and either asks
them to repeat the correct answer or choose their favoured response and explain why.
This kind of classroom culture is essential if all students are to expect that they must think
and learn and that there is no option to disengage or opt out.
6. Phone a friend
Similarly, if a student is stuck and probing has failed to elicit more knowledge and
understanding, you can allow a student to nominate a friend who can then answer the
same question. However, once the correct answer is given, the teacher must return to
the original student and ask them to repeat the answer or say if they agree if it is a matter
of opinion. This way, students are not allowed to opt out and di sengage from their
learning.
7. Cold call
Cold calling is best done when a question is posed by the teacher and then waiting time
is given for students to think. Before thinking time it is important to establish that you will
select students at random and ask them for their response. This can be done simply
through selection or through playing cards or lollipop sticks. Random teacher selection
may not be perceived to be as fair and so may be met with more disengagement, but
as long as you cover all students it is the quickest method. However, students tend to
engage more when they know the name they wrote on the lollipop stick is likely to be
called out. Similarly, if every student has a playing card glued to the front of their exercise
book, you can draw a card or ask a student to do the same. Whichever, cold-call
method you use, it is better than simply taking hands, as it means that there are no hiding
places in your classroom and no passengers. When we check for understanding, it has to
be of every student, not just the most confident and eloquent!
8. Show me boards
One useful way of checking the understanding of every student in the class is the
simultaneous use of mini-white boards or ‘show-me boards’. These can be used in a
variety of ways. For instance, students can be shown statements and the students must
write true or false on their board. To check the understanding of each individual student
rather than the copied ideas of a few, it is best that you give a count down so that all
hold up their boards at the same time. These boards can also be used for quizzes and
agree or disagree responses to statements. The method is quick and an easy way to
measure understanding and get students who have the correct answers to explain their
thinking.
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9. Throwing shapes
A fun alternative way to simultaneously check for understanding is to ask students to
throw shapes in response to statements. For instance, this is used well when trying to see
of a student can identify particular perspectives or examples of things. The students then
have to make a shape with their hands to show the teacher their choice. The statements
on the screen could be examples of policies on education and the students have to
determine if they belonged to the Cameron’s coalition government, Thatcher’s
government or Blair’s. They would then make the shape of a T, C or B with their hand,
depending on whether the policy was free schools, pupil premium funding or Ebacc.
Alternatively, the statements may be that of a feminist, Marxist or postmodernist and the
students would make either the shape of an F, M or P. It is quick, simple and fun and a
way to gauge which ideas need to be re-taught.
10. WWW & EBI
‘What went well’ and ‘even better if’, is one feedback technique that can be employed
during teacher, peer and self-assessment. The marker offers one or two WWWs and one
or two EBIs at the end of a piece of work. By identifying what went well, students can
begin by understanding what their successes were and what they can repeat. However,
it is only as meaningful as the success criteria are clear. If a student reads their partner’s
work and can only offer ‘provide more detail’ as the EBI, it has not been a useful exercise.
One way to ensure that this feedback is meaningful is to ask the students to write the
feedback on a post-it. These can then be collected in by the teacher once the
feedback has been shared by both partners. The post-its can be studied by the class
under the visualiser and the best identified feedback can be used to construct shared
success criteria, before students attempt a re-draft and improve their work.
11. Codes for exam skills and SPAG
If teachers provide codes to mark skills and SPAG, the feedback is likely to be much more
precise. For instance, if students understand that every paragraph in an essay has to
have an example to illustrate and support an idea and that the code for this is: app
(application), they are enabled to spot an answer where this is missing. Similarly, if a
teacher has made it clear that every paragraph in an essay must end with two
sentences of fully developed evaluation (dev eval) which is not simply an alternative
idea juxtaposed (juxt), this will make their feedback more meaningful and enable the
recipient to improve their work and build their understanding.
At EGA, we have a shared marking shorthand that can be used to check SPAG
accuracy and should then trigger corrections by the student. An example can be seen

to the right:
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12. Spot and correct mistakes
This is particularly useful when reviewing summative assessments as you can share
examples of student responses and ask the class to identify the errors and re-draft the
answers with the mistakes corrected. Alternatively, students can look at an answer and
turn and discuss with a partner and then the teacher can cold-call responses. This is a
good way of making sure answers and understanding are precise.
13. Hot seating
This is really active and stretching for all students, not just the student sat in the hot seat.
The teacher selects a student to act as the expert on a particular subject. They could
even take on the role of a person they are studying. For instance, if the students are
studying the civil rights movement in the USA, the person in the hot seat could pretend to
be Martin Luther King. The rest of the students have to write questions for the person in the
hot seat to answer. They should be a range of questions, including fact, significance and
evaluation, so the exercise is challenging for all. It is a good idea for the teacher to
model possible questions, before students work independently or in pairs to generate
appropriate questions, such as:
Q. Can you give me a definition and some examples of civil rights?
Q. Why did you decide to use non-violent protest?
Q. What was the bus boycott and why do you think it is effective?
This method is particularly useful at the end of a unit of learning or prior to a summative
assessment as it is good way to prepare, consolidate and check understanding.

Why are Historians concerned with bias when analysing sources?
A. People can never be trusted to tell the truth
B. People deliberately leave out important details
C. People are only able to provide meaningful information if they experienced an event
first hand.
D. People interpret the same event in different ways, according to their experience.
E. People are unaware if the motivations of their actions.
F. People get confused about sequences of events.
The discussion that ensued would be informative. However, if most students respond with
D, then the teacher would generally feel secure that they were ready to move on, as
they would have selected it for the right reasons.
14. Post-it questions
Most students are often too shy or uncertain of themselves to respond when the teacher
says at the end of an explanation or modelling: ‘Does anyone have any questions?”.
One good way to get around this problem is for students to write their questions down on
a post-it. This can either be done individually or in pairs. As they can be anonymous, it
means that students are not embarrassed by feeling that they have misunderstood
something. These questions can then be collected in or stuck up on the wall and read
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out. The students can then be cold-called for responses or the teacher can offer answers
and further questions.
15. Exam skill match
Students must be able to use their time effectively in summative assessments and ensure
that they provide the correct amount of writing or calculations and use the appropriate
skills if they are going to secure the very best grades. A simple way of checking student
understanding in this area is by asking students to answer questions about the exam
paper and matching the appropriate skills to the right questions and according mark
allocation. An example from sociology can be seen below:

It helps if students can identify command words and know which scaffolds they might use
when answering these sorts of questions. For instance, in sociology students use a PEESE
structure so that all appropriate skills are being used in their essays.
•
•
•
•
•

Point (K & U)
Explain (K & U)
Example (Application)
Significance (Analysis)
Evaluation (Evaluation)

16. Visualiser
This is a bit of essential hardware that we believe should be in every classroom. It is
essentially a camera that connects to the white board. We use it to analyse and
assess student work. It is a way of students being able to identify the component parts
of a model answer as well as identify conceptual, grammatical and spelling errors. It
makes students highly accountable if they know that their work is likely to be selected
at random and shown to the rest of the group. If students are clear on the exam skills
required of particular exam questions, through effective scaffolds and codes, such as
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the ubiquitous PEE, this tool is particularly effective in checking for understanding and
feeding forward into re-drafted work.
17. Thumbs
This is another technique that can be used to simultaneously check the understanding of
every student so it is quick and easy to use. Essentially students hold their thumbs up
vertically to indicate they have got the idea and are confident and ready to move on.
They hold their thumb horizontally to indicate they are unsure and they hold their thumb
down if they really do not understand. This technique can be an effective means of
judging their relative feelings about their level of confidence. Once done, you can then
ask the students with their thumbs up to explain the idea again until you have a much
more precise explanation. However, this technique is possibly more useful if the question is
cognitive and not affective, in other words it asks about thinking, not a feeling. For
instance, if you show students a sentence with a possessive apostrophe in place and ask
them if it is correct by holding thumbs up or down, you are getting a much more precise
check for understanding than when asking them to consider their level of confidence
about a particular idea. The student who identifies it is incorrect can then come to the
board and correct it.
18. Comparative judgement
Students are shown two answers to the same question. They have to decide which
answer is best and why. Then students are asked to share their ideas with the rest of the
class. These ideas can be used to draw up success criteria. This technique is useful when
reviewing a summative assessment and focusing on a question that scored an average
low mark. This exercise could then feed forward and lead into students re-reading their
own answer and re-drafting their answer to this question or a similar question.

19. What did we learn today?
At the end of the lesson during the consolidation phase, students have to list all that they
have learned in that single lesson. This can either be done individually, in pairs or in small
groups. If in groups, the list should be at least the same number as the number of groups,
so that when ideas are shared, every group is likely to be able to offer something new. A
variation on this is where a student is selected at the beginning of the lesson to act as
student reporter. At the end of the lesson he or she rounds up what has been learnt
during the course of that lesson and answers any questions the students may have.
20. Exit tickets
These are used at the end of a lesson during the consolidation phase. They can be a
response to the lesson question or maybe an answer to an examination question. For
instance in History, students might be asked to respond to the question: “Why are
historians concerned about bias in historical sources?” In sociology, students might be
asked to respond to the lesson question: “How are suicide statistics socially constructed,
and what are the effects of this on their validity?” The teacher then reads these responses
and is then able to design activities which consolidate understanding for the next lesson.
In embedded formative assessment, Wiliam offers a follow-up diagnostic question
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designed around the principle misconceptions evident in the exit pass responses to the
question above.
This list is by no means exhaustive but represents some of the ones that are most frequently
and successfully used at Evelyn Grace Academy. For further ideas please refer to:
1.
2.
3.

‘Embedded formative assessment’ by Dylan Wiliam
‘Making every lesson count’ by Shaun Allison and Andy Tharby
‘Making good progress’ by Daisy Christodoulou
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In light of COVID we have had to change our Intentional Monitoring/Circulation routines for
checking students work as we can no longer walk around the classroom. This document
outlines some of these key adapted techniques. Some of these techniques are in previous
chapters in greater depth but also in ‘Teach Like a Champion’ by Doug Lemov. Questioning
will be key in all our classrooms and there are key techniques that need to be embedded in
all classrooms.
Cold calling: Teacher poses the question to be answered and tells students they will be cold
calling for an answer. Gives students think time. Students are told not to shout out/raise
hands. Teacher asks a particular student for the answer. This might lead to further/d eeper
questioning from that student or bounce around the room.
Think, pair, share: The question is posed by the teacher and a time given for them to think
about an answer. Students may bullet point their ideas on MWBs or in books. Pairing up is
directed by the teacher and instructions given to who talks first and who listens then
switching it around. Cold calling is used to share the answers to the class.
Right is right: Only tell students they are right when they have given you the complete answer
you are looking for. Common mistake is: Teacher -“What’s the problem between Joe and
John” Student - “They’re fighting” Teacher- “That’s right, They’re fighting because John thinks
Joe stole the toy when actually…” right is right would be: -“What’s the problem between Joe
and John” Student - “They’re fighting” Teacher- “You’re almost there, can you delve
deeper?”. Do not move on until the 100% correct answer is arrived at. You will sometimes
need to re-frame the question and bouncing questions around the room as in cold calling.
What to do (WTD): Teacher gives clear explicit instructions, broken down in steps. After
instructions are given out teacher asks a student/s to repeat the instructions back so that
students are clear on what they have to do. Eg. “The person on the front desk will hand the
books backwards for those in their row. Please take your book and then continue to hand it
to the desk behind you. Raphael please repeat the instruction so everyone is clear.”
Do it again: Teacher tells students to repeat the former task as it was not done as asked, or to
the expectation set initially eg. “Stand up silently”, one student talks, “All sit down again, let’s
do it again in silence. Stand up silently. Thank you everyone.”
100%: Teachers ensure that 100% of students are doing whatever they have been asked to
do. If not positive framing is used. Eg. “Pens down everyone in 5,4,3,2,1. Thank you for the
majority just waiting on one person to put their pen down. Thank you”.
Modelling: Teacher shows students a model answer/diagram and goes through this with the
students. Eg. “this model paragraph shows us A01 and A02 answers so would get the full 4
marks. I am now going to show you why they are A01 and A02 marks” “After we have done
this I will give you a similar question to answer and you will get all 4 marks as you will
understand how to get the A01 and A02 marks”.
Think aloud: Teacher models their thinking of how to answer a question. This could include
annotation and planning for an answer also. Eg. “I am going to use ‘BUGS’ initially in the
question so I have Boxed the command word, Underlined the key words, Glance at it all
again and think about the connections, now Start.
Mini White Boards: Teachers either have MWBs and pens on each desk, or students use those
in their planners. A clear WTD is given to the students to complete the task (often a short task
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as on MWB) and then told their MWB up. Often due to the nature of using the MWB for
checking for understanding you would want all MWB to be raised and facing the teacher at
the same time, so a countdown would be used.
MWBs could also be used for drafting that students might do for you, a small paragraph and
then hold up for you to check to know they are on the right lines. This will help you to assess if
they have understood the task correctly.
So instead of circulating and checking students work a variety of methods will be used
depending on what you are teaching and what part of the lesson you are in. Below are
some steps to outline what you might be doing in replacement of circulating and intentional
monitoring.
o

What are the teachers doing?
WTD, do it again, modelling, think aloud, 100%
Sharing the expectations of using the MWB
Breaking down the step by step process with clear and explicit language
Using different techniques to understand students current understanding level. Planned
questions by teacher. MWB; show-call; collaborative pairs; TPS; visualizer (with hand
sanitizing routines: books passed to front table, sanitise your hands before and a fterwards)
Model answer – clearly explained and broken down.
Marking broken down and modelled using AO’s or equivalent. Students are confident in
marking each other’s work and their own to enhance their own understanding and can redraft
from it where necessary. Students know why this important.
The culture of error in the classroom is embedded by teachers – making it positive to make a
mistake so that we all learn from it. Not being afraid to get it wrong out loud.

o

What are the students doing?
Following the clear instructions given, putting up hands if they do not understand the
instruction.
Using the MWBs at appropriate times and raising them when asked.
Completing all work as expected with some students doing extension work when directed to
do so.
Answering questions when asked to do so.

o

How will student non-compliance be addressed?
Expectations set at the beginning.

Positive framing

Lightening quick correction.
Warning system used as normal and then a
conversation with DOL to ensure future compliance
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Chapter Three: Modelling & Scaffolding
What is modelling?
“Modelling is demonstrating what success looks like, giving pupils and teachers the gold
standard to work towards and demystifying how to create it.”
Allison and Tharby (2015):
“To learn how to do something pupils need to watch and listen to experts as they guide them
through the process, step by step, before they make an attempt themselves. This also works
in reverse through deconstruction. Pupils start by seeing an example of an end product and
work backwards from there.”
Modelling is the best scaffold we can provide for pupils. Three key ways to model:
-

Deconstructing a prepared model
Modelling live for and with pupils
Blind modelling by pupils

Prior to any kind of modelling, pupils need to have the knowledge and information required
to create the end product.
Deconstruction
In a sentence: Teacher uses a pre-prepared model product to demonstrate excellence
For example: In a geography lesson, Ed shows his year 12 class a full mark answer for a
human geography question that he wrote with his team prior to the lesson in co -planning.
They are using this as part of a series of lessons prior to an assessment so pupils can see how
to apply their knowledge from earlier in the unit to an assessment question.
To do this, the teacher:
-

reads the prepared answer with his class
asks pupils to work individually or in small groups to annotate the model answer for its
strengths
facilitates a discussion about these strengths and constructs success criteria and a
process for responding to a question like this
asks pupils to answer a similar question themselves using this process and success
criteria

Pros: A great shareable resource that all teachers can use. As it is constructed before, it can
be carefully checked for errors and match the full mark criteria.
Cons: Can create a mystery about the process of writing a model answer in the first place.
Live Modelling
In a sentence: The teacher models a finished product from start to finish live in front of pupils.
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For example: In an English lesson, Natasha is teaching her year 10 pupils how to approach an
unseen text. She wants to show them how to annotate the text and how to use these
annotations to write an answer.
Natasha will:
-

-

-

Explain the process and success criteria to her class
Read the text and question with her pupil
Using a visualizer or on the IWB, Natasha will talk her pupils through the annotation
process – pupils will follow by copying what she does on their own copies of the text
and question.
Natasha then writes an answer live, talking pupils through her thought process. Pupils
will again copy along with her. If she wanted, she might use group knowledge by
asking pupils to contribute.
Goes over the final product and checks it against the criteria set
Asks pupils to have a go at writing their own

Another example: In a PE lesson, Kelly is demonstrating how to jump on a trampoline. She has
gathered pupils around the trampoline then she:
-

Reaffirms key features of excellence in this movement with pupils via questioning
Asks pupils to look out for these as she performs the movement
Performs the movement
Takes feedback on the key areas of the success criteria she has performed
Asks a volunteer pupil to repeat the move and then takes feedback from pupils on
this example
Pupils then work on the move independently or in gro ups – both the movement and
feedback process

Pros: De-mystifies the process behind creating an answer and demonstrates to pupils that
constructing excellent products is possible
Cons: requires strong classroom climate and real confidence from the teacher in content
and final product
Blind Modelling
In a sentence: The teacher asks pupils to complete a task with little or no process or success
criteria guidance and uses attempts as a model.
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For example: Tracey is teaching pupils how to answer longer answer questions in a chemistry
lesson on nitrification. Tracey has already taught pupils the process of nitrification but she
wants to see if they can apply this knowledge to a question.
To do this, Tracey:
-

Reaffirms the process of nitrification with pupils through questioning them
Gives pupils a long answer question and asks them to have a go
Tracey circulates as they are answering it
Tracey then picks an example she thinks has a learning benefit – either it is a great
example, an example of a common mistake or reveals a misconception – shows it to
the class and explains it, and then asks pupils to redraft their own answer based on
their exploration of the blind model

Pros: Puts onus on pupils to apply learning and means pupils have to ‘have a go’ rather than
being spoon fed a process
Cons: Can lead to embedded misconceptions and errors if these are not picked up through
monitoring of work

What is scaffolding?
Scaffolding is the support put in place by a teacher to enable pupils to learn at a cognitively
higher level. The support comes in a variety of forms:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prompts
Questions
Knowledge organisers
Vocabulary lists
Essay plans
Discussion before writing
Models and example answers
One-to-one guided support
Writing frames
Connections to background knowledge

Why is scaffolding important?
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Scaffolding enables pupils to reach cognitively higher levels of learning and to develop their
knowledge and skills at a higher level. Scaffolding as a method is based on Vygotsky’s theory
of the ‘zone of proximal development’ (ZPD). This term refers to what a pupil is unable to do
alone but is capable of doing when given the right support. Scaffolding enables the learner
to work in their ZPD, at the optimal level of challenge for them. Scaffolding depends on the
right balance between providing support while still maintaining challenge.

How do we scaffold?
There is not a single way to provide scaffolding. Instead, scaffo lding depends on the year
group and subject and what the objective of the lesson is. The following are examples of
scaffolding in action from a range of different subjects.
Example 1 Religious Education, KS4
Objective of the lesson: to evaluate arguments for the significance of Easter and Christmas in
Christianity
The pupils find it challenging to evaluate in writing the importance of different religious
practices. Often their evaluations lack a balance of arguments, justification or clarity.
The following scaffolding was put in place to help pupils gain greater balance, justification
and clarity:
1.

An Evaluation Rap was shared with pupils to remind them to balance their
arguments:

Here’s my view
I see that yours works too
Your view’s strong
But it’s still wrong
My view’s better
I’ll tell you to the letter.
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2.

Some students were unable to put the rap in their own words for their own
evaluations, so another scaffolding resource was then introduced which included
sentence starters.

Example 2 Art at KS4 & 5
At KS4 and KS5, the Art Department have created a Handbook to guide pupils through the
course. This is support for an entire project and covers everything pupils need to know from
what they will be doing in class each week and for HW, through to how to lay out a page
and even offers help with annotation. The handbook is the pupils’ “bible” for Art and shows
them, for example, how to lay out their portfolio, as seen below:

It supports pupils to annotate their work effectively with prompt questions:
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Example 3 Science
Learning outcomes for the lesson
By the end of the lesson all students will be able to:
•
•

Describe the steps involved in the production of antibodies
Explain what happens if individual is re-infected with the same pathogen

The following scaffold helps pupils to consider the important questions for this topic and also
helps them structure their report in a coherent way. Note that the slide also gives a
vocabulary scaffold and a checklist of key skills.
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Chapter Four: Deliberate practice (“Perfect practice makes
perfect”)
“Practice does not make perfect. Only perfect practice makes perfect.”
-American football legend Vince Lombardi
Mozart is considered by some to be a genius and child protégé, with an innate talent which
brought him enormous success. However, recent research has
uncovered that his musicianship may be down to more than his
genetic code. Genius or expert level performance is not just
developed by practicing for many hours – even for 10, 000 hours as
Gladwell argues. Instead, the type of practice is crucial. Mozart was
blessed not only by good genes; he also had a father who
understood how to coach him and help him devel op from a very
early age and this perfectly designed practice enable Mozart to
flourish. According to the psychologist, Anders Ericsson, practice must
be ‘deliberate’ or ‘purposeful’. In other words it is perfectly possible to
‘practice’ for 10, 000 hours and not reach expert level performance. Indeed, many teachers
can reach a plateau of expertise which they do not progress beyond. A teacher with 3
years’ experience may have the same level of expertise as a teacher who has 20 years’
experience. A novice golfer can go to the driving range and swing a club hundreds of times
and never get better: in fact, the golfer might get worse. In other words, it is possible to
practice in a way that engrains imperfections rather than perfection. The question is
therefore, what practice leads to genuine expertise and what practice is ineffective as best
and detrimental at worse?
‘Deliberate practice’ has four essential components according to the Ericsson (K. Anders
Ericsson et al “The role of deliberate Practice in the acquisition of expert performance”
Psychological review 100, no.3 (1993) pp. 363-406) and we have adapted these to our
context:
1. Students must be motivated to improving their performance and achieving goals
2. Prior knowledge must be taken into account with areas for development the focus .
3. The teacher should provide immediate feedback on the student’s performance, detailing
what specifically was correct and what needs to be done differently
4. There needs to be repeated performance beyond the point of mastery so that it becomes
automatic and part of the learner’s long term memory.
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As teachers, it can be frustrating when pupils do not remember knowledge or skills from one
lesson to another. It is easy and
understandable to think: the pupils were
not listening properly, or they just aren’t
very good at this subject. In other words,
to blame the students for their failure to
learn. But a more helpful approach is to
think: “what I can do to re-explain and
provide
further
opportunities
for
(deliberate) practice. In the words of
Graham Nuthall, pupils ‘learn what they
do’ 4 Unless pupils spend time practising
the learning they are supposed to
demonstrate, it will not be mastered and
committed to the long term memory. For
this reason, the demonstration phrase of
any lesson is crucial.
Level of challenge in deliberate practice: It is
important that what pupils are practicing is
stretching them – the task is carefully designed so
that the pupils are working in what Vgotsky termed
the “zone of promixal development”. If the
challenge is too high, pupils will panic and give up:
if the challenge is too low, they will be working in
their comfort zones and become bored and not
make progress. This idea is shown in the diagram to
the right. 5
Timing in deliberate practice
It is essential that adequate time is factored into a
lesson to make the product – the demonstratio n
phase. The activate phase can often run over –
teacher talk becomes all-consuming which can lead to the “I taught it how can they not have
learned it!” scenario. Allow your pupils adequate time to show you what they know!
Variety in deliberate practice
Planning a variety of tasks to allow deliberate practice, each slightly different will help to
deepen understanding and allow pupils to move to the higher order thinking skills.

4
5

Nuthall, The Hidden lives of learners, p.36
P.128 Making Every Lesson Count, Alison & Tharby
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Deliberate practice in Maths from Emi Ozeke

Micro vs Macro in deliberate practice
Often it is the default to set whole sections of exam papers or even questions as a
‘demonstration activity’. But let’s compare it to football - do footballers spend their training
sessions playing full on 11 v 11 games? Of course not, they focus on the sp ecific skills and
mastering them through coaching, before applying to the whole game scenario. Focus on the
micro rather than the macro. This might mean you focus on writing the opening sentences of
a pupil’s paragraphs which makes a central point responding to the essay question.
Alternatively, you might ask a pupil to give a full and detailed explanation of one concept
and explain how it applies to the question. Practising these small skills which are all part of the
whole piece is essential because when we are learning new skills or knowledge, we have to
learn in small chunks or our limited working memories will become overloaded. If we practice
single skills then it can eventually become automatic and move into the long term memory,
thus enabling the learner to move onto a new skill. In Make It Stick Brown, Roedigger and
McDaniel (DATE) argue that that the movement of a skill or piece of knowledge is most likely
when they are practiced not all at once (Mass practice), but at various points where you are
closer to forgetting.
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Chapter Five: ‘Making it stick’
Knowledge is extremely important in learning.
Here is a short story to demonstrate this fact:
Man has long dreamed of flying. Indeed, many ancient civilisations have
stories of people who sought to realise this dream. Bladud, legendary King
of the Britons was a creative, persistent and daring inventor. He carefully
studied birds and one day strapped feathered wings to his arms, leapt off a tower and briefly
hung in the air, surveying the world below him. He then fell. He died. He failed.
In the late eighteenth century, another
Englishman, George Cayley, sought
to discover the secrets of flight. The young
Cayley noted how birds glide with their wings
fixed. He was intrigued and wanted to learn
more. He had a formal education and was
tutored by experts in physics and mathematics
from the Royal Society, mastering the core
knowledge and concepts of these disciplines.
Cayley then synthesised this disciplinary
knowledge with his observation of gliding birds
and identified the four aerodynamic forces of flight—weight, lift, drag, and thrust. This
enabled him to build the world’s first successful human-carrying glider. Bladud and Cayley
were arguably equally inquisitive, reflective and persistent but Cayley’s secure knowledge
enabled him to soar where Bladud fell.
Bladud and Cayley were clearly products of their times, but comparison of their relative
success highlights key lessons about teaching and learning. In essence, inquisitiveness,
persistence and confidence are necessary but insufficient conditions for powerful learners.
Learners need knowledge about the world to be successful. They need to master the
foundations of academic disciplines before progressing to higher-level thinking and skills. In
Reading Reconsidered, Lemov, Driggs and Woolway highlight a study where “weaker” and
“strong” readers were given an identical text about baseball. Once students can decode,
ability in the “skill” of reading had very little influence on students’ comprehension whereas
their contextual knowledge about
baseball was the main factor.
Moreover, whilst Bloom’s taxonomy can
be a useful, it should not be treated as
an article of faith. David Didau argues
comprehensively that sometimes it’s
harder to remember (supposedly lowlevel thinking) than it is to create
(supposedly high-level thinking);
recalling how an engine is constructed is
far more challenging than designing an
experiment to test the temperature at
which water boils. Fundamentally, skills are domain-specific – evaluation in History is
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fundamentally different from evaluation in RE. Even the skill of reading is highly influenced by
subject knowledge.
From the 1960s until the late 2000s, English education policy underwent a systematic shift from
a system focused on teaching students an accepted canon of knowledge, often by rote, to
a system focused on developing “Personal, Learning and Thinking Skills”. Some schools even
went so far as to collapse subjects into a ‘competence-based curriculum which ignored
disciplinary boundaries. Of course, we now have far more evidence about how we can
teach effectively, but the evidence-base for such dramatic shifts in what we teach is far
shakier. Indeed, over the last decade, robust studies in cognitive science have highlighted
the importance of clear, secure, and wide subject knowledge in sustained pupil progress.
Much of this research has been collated in The Science of Learning, a publication by Deans
For Impact, a collection of US teacher-training organisations. Much of this research has been
done by leading cognitive scientist Daniel Willingham and his findings can be distilled into
eight key points:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

The mind learns using working memory and long-term memory – effective learning
happens when working memory is not overloaded and ideas are retained in long term memory
Critical thinking requires background knowledge – factual memory in long-term
memory makes it easier to understand new knowledge and concepts
Memory is the residue of thought – students remember what they think about so
probing the thinking required by students is key to effective lesson planning
Abstract concepts are understood by comparing concrete examples – we
understand new ideas in the context of things we already know.
Learning is impossible without extended practice – practice reinforces basic skills and
knowledge, protects against forgetting, and improves transfer to new problems.
Novices can’t learn like experts – cognitions is fundamentally different between
novices and experts – students need deep understanding before they attempt
higher-level synthesis.
Learning styles do not exist – effective instruction focuses on lesson content, not
student differences in making decisions about how to teach.
Hard work improves intelligence – effective instruction gets students to believe that
hard work improves intelligence. Teacher subject knowledge

Teacher subject knowledge is critical for effective teaching and learning . Robust evaluation
has shown that the most effective teachers have deep knowledge of the subjects they
teach, and when teachers’ knowledge falls below a certain level it is a significant
impediment to students’ learning. Teachers have clearly demonstrated a certain level of
mastery of their subject to enter the profession, but the truth is that teachers are inheren tly
generalists. Whether we are Historians teaching unfamiliar periods, Biologists teaching physics
or English teachers teaching unfamiliar texts, our mastery of subject content is variable. The
most effective teachers critically assess their own subject k nowledge, identify gaps, and take
steps, independently and collaboratively, to improve it.
Explicit teaching of knowledge is crucial which means that learning must be carefully
planned across a lesson, a unit of work, and fundamentally the subject curriculum. Of course,
we want students to be inquisitive, engaged, and questioning, but fundamentally we need
to make the core knowledge of our lessons explicit. If students are left to “discover” key
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knowledge and concepts independently in our lessons, it is highly likely that many will miss
them all together. If we want students to think about knowledge and concepts we must
explicitly plan this, and sometimes this might even mean us (the experts) telling students (the
novices) knowledge that we have mastered that they have not yet.
Making It Stick
Once we have made meaningful knowledge explicit in our teaching, the focus for teachers
is scaffolding the process of moving knowledge from students’ finite working -memory to their
almost unlimited long-term memory. In Make It Stick, Brown, Roediger and McDaniel identify
key principles from cognitive science that can inform this process:
1.
2.

Use regular, low-stakes quizzing so that pupils can practise retrieving what they have
learnt.
Space retrieval over time and return to prior learning
periodically.

3.

Interleave knowledge areas rather than attempt to master one thing at a time.

4.

Get pupils to elaborate on what they have learned by linking it to existing knowledge,
by finding metaphors and analogies or explaining it to someone else.

5.

Get pupils to try and generate answers to (appropriate) problems before showing
them the answer.
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Whilst spaced-retrieval and interleaving challenge the default model of massed-practice
(focusing on one topic and cramming), the evidence behind these strategies is convincing.
Brown, Roediger and McDaniel describe a memorable study where a group of eight-yearolds practiced tossing beanbags into buckets in gym class. Half of the kids tossed into a
bucket three feet away. The other half mixed it up by tossing into buckets tw o feet and four
feet away. After twelve weeks of this they were all tested on tossing into a three-foot bucket.
The kids who did the best by far were those who’d practiced on two - and four-foot buckets
but never on three-foot buckets. This study focused on motor skills, but much evidence has
shown that the underlying principle applies to cognitive learning as well.
How can we apply these insights?
There are many examples of teachers from Evelyn Grace Academyapplying these insights to
their teaching. These resources are saved here T:\Staff Training\2016-17\Autumn 1
Training\Make It Stick ECH & JCO\Exemplar resources Please continue to save examples in
this folder.
Low-stake quizzing
This is used across many subjects including Maths, Music and RE. This is a simple and effective
way (often as a Do Now) for students to recall prior learni ng and move it to their long-term
memory. In English and History students are given Knowledge Organisers so they are clear
about the knowledge that they will be quizzed on.
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Spaced retrieval and interleaving
In MFL, students often complete a structured Do Now where
they recall content from the previous lesson, previous week
and previous half term.
In English, the new curriculum has been explicitly planned as
an interleaved curriculum so that revision occurs throughout
the course rather than being massed at the end.
Getting students to elaborate on existing knowledge
In English, teachers use memory cues and mental representations to break down complex
concepts and processes. In RE, teachers use analogies to link abstract concepts to students’
prior knowledge. In Art, teachers use consistent structures in planning and displays to help
students understand new knowledge in existing frameworks.
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Student handbooks
Annotating your work
Written annotations are an important part of Assessment
Objectives 1, 3 and 4. Annotations can provide:
•
information, such as the title of an artwork, artist's
biographical details or when the work was made
•
a record of your experiences and emotions connected
to an image
•
a record of how you intend to use these images to
develop your own ideas
•
an example of your progress through a project

Copy of Assessment
grid

Weekly checklist with
tasks for class and
independent study

Exemplar resources with helpful hints –
These are the same as on display in the
classroom for continuity

To annotate your work successfully, you should explain:
•
what you have done and why you did it
•
how you did it, such as the media and techniques used
•
why you chose a particular medium or technique
•
how an artwork fits in with your project
•
what aspects you like
•
how you could improve the work
•
what you think you will do next

Using the correct vocabulary
You must use the correct vocabulary when annotating your
work to show that you are developing your knowledge,
understanding and skills. Key terms are:
Subject - what is shown in the artwork, such as a portrait or a
still life
Composition - how the elements of the work are arranged, ie
whether they're close together or far apart
Foreground and background - elements that appear to be in
front or behind other aspects of the artwork
Line - can vary in width, length, curvature, colour or direction
Shape - describes the two-dimensional outline
Form - describes a three-dimensional object
Texture - the way surfaces look and feel, ie rough, smooth,
soft, etc
Tone - shading, from dark to light

Annotation help from
GCSE bitesize
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Getting students to generate answers to
problems
In Geography and PE students often
have structured tasks where they
generate answers to problems before
being show the correct answer.

What is the key takeaway?
Teaching character and skills are necessary but insufficient for learning to succeed. If we
want our students to soar, rather than fall, they need secure, deep and
wide knowledge about the world.
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Chapter Six: Planning the Four-Part Lesson
Fail to plan, plan to fail
We know that by planning we are better teachers. We will sequence our lessons better as we will
follow our medium-term plans and adapt lesson by lesson according to where our students are at
and what knowledge and skills they require. This will come from the introduction of vocabulary,
student talk and marking the ILT. If things do crop up in a lesson, we are more adaptable as we have
already planned which misconceptions our students may have.
The four-part lesson contains:
• SMO
1. Connect
2. Activate
3. Demonstrate
4. Consolidate
The single measurable objective is where we start. This is the one objective for the lesson
which you can clearly see every student attaining it by the end of the lesson. This shows the
student making progress from the beginning of the lesson to the end. It should be set for your
highest attaining students in your group
An example of a SMO from a Science lesson:

Single Measurable Objective
• Evaluate ways of reducing the use of limited resources when information is
given.
An example of a SMO from a PE lesson:

Single Measurable Objective
• Demonstrate the long barrier in small sided competitive games
The four phases of the lesson

1. Connection phase:
This is where the teacher links back to prior learning or gives a hook into the new learning
about to occur.

2. Activation phase:
The teacher needs to ensure that new learning is completed in this section and is active
not passive.

3. Demonstration phase:
Students need to independently apply their new knowledge by demonstrating their
understanding and practising the skill learnt in a 15-20-minute phase as minimum.

4. Consolidation phase:
Students reflect on what they have learnt and place it within the BIG picture, linking it into
the fertile question or SMO. Put the plug in the bath.
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For planning a four-part lesson, the SMO is where you would start. Then move to the
demonstration phase. The reason why we would do this is because we are planning the part
of the lesson that shows us that they have met the SMO and we plan the task they do
carefully and precisely. With the demonstration phase we would also plan our model
answer. We would also plan in the questions that we would need to ask and any
misconceptions we know that students could make before they got onto this phase. After this
we would naturally move to the activation phase. This ensures we plan the new learning of
knowledge and/or skill. This new learning then needs to fit precisely into the demonstration
phase – will they have the new knowledge or skill to be able to complete the demonstration
phase successfully independently? If not then adapt the tasks you will be doing until the
students can complete the demonstration phase, which also successfully fulfils the SMO. We
would then plan the connection phase, making sure that there i s interleaving of previous
material and/or hooking the pupil into the new material that they will learn in the lesson. This
can be low stakes quizzing for example, or a picture/video or equivalent that gets them
hooked in. The consolidation phase then needs to bring everything together. The plug in the
bath to stop the water (knowledge) running out. This could be an exit ticket, or a low stakes
quiz, a small game where they must show you their knowledge learnt and retained, a
sentence or 2 written in a fun format, such as a text message, picture to demonstrate key
concepts etc.
By the end of the lesson you should have no doubt in your mind that the students will have
been given the tools to answer the SMO and you have had the opportunity to check this
within the lesson from all students.
An easy way to plan as an overview:

All teaching and learning documents are found in the teaching and learning folder in the
shared area.
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DELIVERY OF THE FOUR-PART LESSON

1.

Connection phase (5-10mins):
Ensure the ‘Do Now’ is planned for 5-10minutes only, including checking the answers. It
needs to be a low stakes quiz and include an extension task for those who finish it quicker
than others. It can link back to prior learning or gives a hook into the new learning about
to occur. Cold call for answers ensuring students speak in full sentences and therefore
you are checking for understanding here. Have the answers on the screen also, but only
display them once the students have been cold-called to answer them. All students
should be marking their answers in red pen. Ask all student to hold up their red pens
before making begins. Give spares to those without them. If they got the answer wrong,
they should write the correct answer in red pen. Collect in results (e.g. “if out of 5 put your
hands up if you got 5?” etc) Give rewards and praise for this. Ask for hands to discuss to
share an answer to the extension question.

2.

Single measurable objective (1-2 mins):
Plan this first – what do the students need to be able to do by the end of the lesson?
Make sure it is not too big, they must achieve it in 55minutes and that is no mean feat.
After the DN, spend 1-2 minutes explaining the objective. Highlight the meaning of any
difficult words or question students on their meaning. Ensure that all students understand
what they will need to have achieved by the end of the lesson (knowledge,
understanding and skills) e.g. Explain which of the 5 industrial inventions had the greatest
impact on Britain and what work they will do and produce (outcome) e.g. a paragraph
of writing or a solo performance on the piano.

3.

Homework (1 min):
Explain and record homework at this stage of the lesson. When written in student’s
planners ask them to leave it open on that page and you can go round and check it
then or at another point in the lesson.

4.

Vocabulary (2-3 mins):
Plan in the key vocabulary the students will need to be able to answer /include in the
demonstration phase. All departments might have their own vocabulary strategy
versions. However, what must be included is a definition, synonyms, sentences with the
word used, but one or two are wrong and an opportunity to write their own sentence
with the key word. For speed, the teacher should give an exposition about the words
meaning, then they can have 30 second think time about which sentence is correct. You
can then cold-call. Then give them one minute to write their own sentence and cold call
students to read theirs out.

5.

Activation phase (10-20 mins):
Start with exposition around the key learning. Use images and key words and sentences
to support your explanations. Check through cold-calling that they have understood
each part of what they are being taught. Don’t move on unless they all understand each
part. The sequencing of how this knowledge is imparted is key. At the planning stage you
must think about the correct order. Thinking through the misconceptions will help you get
it in the right order. If the students are reading, make sure they know what questions they
should be thinking about when reading and what information they are looking for.
Students will be much more purposeful if they know why they are reading. Also use a
strategy to help them check their own understanding of key words and material.
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Students can use a highlighter or red pen to underline that which they do not
understand. Then creates pace after the reading where they can ask questions should
they have any. This is good practice because it allows students to take responsibility for
their own learning.
TPS goes into this part of the lesson. You need to consider where you put the TPS, at the
beginning to allow students to grapple with a new concept/question, or a TPS to develop
thinking from prior learning or to simply generate new ideas which allows them to
engage and understand what is being taught. This is also where your model answer is
unpacked and explained in detail and/or there are small scaffolded tasks that allow
students to successfully build their knowledge/skills required for the demonstrate phase.
When looking at models, ensure the students are given things to think about an d identify
when reading it. For example, why are the sentences in the order they are presented in
or which sentence is the evaluation sentence and which sentence es) is the analysis.
Checking for understanding is key in this area, if you do not check here – carefully - when
they get to the demonstration phase you will not know if they can complete it or not.
6.

Linking
Ensure you have clear what to do instructions to go from the activate stage into the
demonstrate phase

7.

Demonstration phase (15-20mins):
Plan the demonstration phase so that students have the correct task that allows them to
answer or demonstrate the SMO. Students need to be able to do this independently and
apply their new knowledge or apply re-teach material to develop their knowledge or skill.
This phase must be a ‘15-20 minute’ activity as minimum. To ensure students are
successful, they should have been shown a model of an outcome similar but different to
the one they must produce. In other words, the objective is the same for the model but
the content you select is slightly different. Students can have scaffolds to help them with
the demonstration phase work. This might include, sentence starters or key words and
definitions or paragraph/sentence topics. However, the aim is that the students memorise
the scaffolds over time and these can gradually be removed as they can answer
questions and achieve objectives without these scaffolds. Before the students start the
demonstration phase, you should give clear instructions, get 1 or 2 students to repeat
back the instructions and give a space before starting. Then tell them what their bodies
(pens in hands, eyes trained on their paper), brains (thinking about the question or
objective) and mouths (silent and solo) will be doing. Then tell them how many minutes
they have and start the timer. Then do laps checking they are focused and use positive
narration to enforce this, then look at the content of what they are writing and intervene
where they need to check or improve.

8.

Consolidation phase (5-10mins):
This is planned to ensure you are checking for understanding for all the students in the
classroom. It can be written or oral. The aim is students to reflect on what they have
learnt and place it within the BIG picture, linking it into the fertile question or SMO.
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Quick check of lesson slides or equivalent: Connection phase (Do Now – Low stakes quizzes,
interleaving old knowledge, assessing any prior knowledge) → SMO → New Vocabulary →
Homework → Activation phase (videos, pictures, clips to hook students into learning. Think
Pair Share is in this phase of the lesson and other types of collaborative learning) →
Demonstrate phase (15-20minutes INDEPENDANT work, student must do it on their own with
no or limited scaffolding) → Consolidation phase (exit ticket in any form that consolidates
and CFU of all students i.e. text message, tweet, TPS, student teacher etc).
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In the light of COVID we have had to change our Intentional Monitoring/Circulation routines
for checking students work as we can no longer walk around the classroom. This document
outlines some of these key adapted techniques. Some of these techniques are in previous
chapters in greater depth but also in ‘Teach Like a Champion’ by Doug Lemov. Questioning
will be key in all our classrooms and there are key techniques that need to be embedded in
all classrooms.
Cold calling: Teacher poses the question to be answered and tells students they will be cold
calling for an answer. Gives students think time. Students are told not to shout out/raise
hands. Teacher asks a particular student for the answer. This might lead to further/deeper
questioning from that student or bounce around the room.
Think, pair, share: The question is posed by the teacher and a time given for them to think
about an answer. Students may bullet point their ideas on MWBs or in books. Pairing up is
directed by the teacher and instructions given to who talks first and who listens then
switching it around. Cold calling is used to share the answers to the class.
Right is right: Only tell students they are right when they have given you the complete answer
you are looking for. Common mistake is: Teacher -“What’s the problem between Joe and
John” Student - “They’re fighting” Teacher- “That’s right, They’re fighting because John thinks
Joe stole the toy when actually…” right is right would be: -“What’s the problem between Joe
and John” Student - “They’re fighting” Teacher- “You’re almost there, can you delve
deeper?”. Do not move on until the 100% correct answer is arrived at. You will sometimes
need to re-frame the question and bouncing questions around the room as in cold calling.
What to do (WTD): Teacher gives clear explicit instructions, broken down in steps. After
instructions are given out teacher asks a student/s to repeat the instructions back so that
students are clear on what they have to do. Eg. “The person on the front desk will hand the
books backwards for those in their row. Please take your book and then continue to hand it
to the desk behind you. Raphael please repeat the instruction so everyone is clear.”
Do it again: Teacher tells students to repeat the former task as it was not done as asked, or to
the expectation set initially eg. “Stand up silently”, one student talks, “All sit down again, let’s
do it again in silence. Stand up silently. Thank you everyone.”
100%: Teachers ensure that 100% of students are doing whatever they have been asked to
do. If not positive framing is used. Eg. “Pens down everyone in 5,4,3,2,1. Thank you for the
majority just waiting on one person to put their pen down. Thank you”.
Modelling: Teacher shows students a model answer/diagram and goes through this with the
students. Eg. “this model paragraph shows us A01 and A02 answers so would get the full 4
marks. I am now going to show you why they are A01 and A02 marks” “After we have done
this I will give you a similar question to answer and you will get all 4 marks as you will
understand how to get the A01 and A02 marks”.
Think aloud: Teacher models their thinking of how to answer a question. This could include
annotation and planning for an answer also. Eg. “I am going to use ‘BUGS’ initially in the
question so I have Boxed the command word, Underlined the key words, Glance at it all
again and think about the connections, now Start.
Mini White Boards: Teachers either have MWBs and pens on each desk, or students use those
in their planners. A clear WTD is given to the students to complete the task (often a short task
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as on MWB) and then told their MWB up. Often due to the nature of using the MWB for
checking for understanding you would want all MWB to be raised and facing the teacher at
the same time, so a countdown would be used.
MWBs could also be used for drafting that students might do for you, a small paragraph and
then hold up for you to check to know they are on the right lines. This will help you to assess if
they have understood the task correctly.
So instead of circulating and checking students work a variety of methods will be used
depending on what you are teaching and what part of the lesson you are in. Below are
some steps to outline what you might be doing in replacement of circulating and intentional
monitoring.
o

What are the teachers doing?
WTD, do it again, modelling, think aloud, 100%
Sharing the expectations of using the MWB
Breaking down the step by step process with clear and explicit language
Using different techniques to understand students current understanding level. Planned
questions by teacher. MWB; show-call; collaborative pairs; TPS; visualizer (with hand
sanitizing routines: books passed to front table, sanitise your hands before and afterwards)
Model answer – clearly explained and broken down.
Marking broken down and modelled using AO’s or equivalent. Students are confident in
marking each other’s work and their own to enhance their own understanding and can redraft
from it where necessary. Students know why this important.
The culture of error in the classroom is embedded by teachers – making it positive to make a
mistake so that we all learn from it. Not being afraid to get it wrong out loud.

o

What are the students doing?
Following the clear instructions given, putting up hands if they do not understand the
instruction.
Using the MWBs at appropriate times and raising them when asked.
Completing all work as expected with some students doing extension work when directed to
do so.
Answering questions when asked to do so.

o

How will student non-compliance be addressed?
Expectations set at the beginning.

Positive framing

Lightening quick correction.
Warning system used as normal and then a
conversation with DOL to ensure future compliance
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